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In order to successfully sell tickets to your prom, you must have a consistent marketing strategy that resonates with your target audience. 
However, before you can create that marketing strategy for your prom, you've got to have something exciting to offer your guests. This 
means you must begin by developing an enticing theme that will catch their attention.  Developing a theme will help determine the 
overall look, style, colors, sounds, and atmosphere that make up your prom experience, as well as determine the emotional impact that 
your prom has on your guests.  Great proms are unique and include that extra special something that distinguishes them and sets them 
apart.  Creating a theme for your prom may sound easy, but you should consider a few things first:

THE VENUE
When considering options for your prom theme, the venue and available space could significantly impact your ideas.  For instance, if you 
book a hotel ballroom, that space may require you to purchase more decorations, centerpieces, lighting, etc., in order to really transform 
the space and create your ideal atmosphere.  Likewise, some venues may be more strict with decor and may not allow you to do things 
like attach decorations to the walls, bring in a fog machine, or allow you to use candles.  It is wise to wait until your venue is booked 
before you choose your prom theme.  That way, you can utilize your venue to complement your theme and bring your ideas to life!

PREVIOUS THEMES
Your prom guests are going to want to attend an event that is unlike any other prom or dance that they have previously attended.  You 
will want to be certain that your prom theme is unique and has not been used by your school in recent years.

BUDGET
Your budget will determine how much money you can put toward your themed decorations.  You certainly want to budget for 
decorations to tie your theme together, but you want to be cautious of what funding you have available.  If your budget is limited, you 
may want to consider a theme that does not require a significant amount of funding to bring your idea to life.  For instance, a 
Vegas-themed prom could be challenging on a smaller budget if you were hoping to transform the venue with poker tables, roaming 
entertainment/costumed performers, and extravagant centerpieces.

POTENTIAL BUYERS
Attendees will get excited about a well-chosen theme. Knowing the current interests of your classmates is helpful in marketing your 
prom.  Consider surveying your classmates to see what type of themes would entertain the majority of your peers.  If you take the time to 
select something with mass appeal to your classmates, one that resonates with them, they are more likely to spread the word about your 
prom.  Keep in mind, you cannot please everyone with your theme alone.  However, you can create a prom with unique elements and 
experiences that all of your guests will enjoy and remember.

Once a theme has been decided upon, you should look at how the theme can be translated into a consistent look and style and apply as 
many aspects of your theme as your budget will allow.  One of the most important aspects of theming is selecting and arranging the 
elements of your prom so that they create the maximum impact on your guests.  These elements will obviously vary according to your 
theme, but they might include music and dance performances, roaming entertainment, games, caricature artists, and many other forms 
of entertainment.  

Themes bring visual appeal to your message. The theme can, and should, influence everything from your prom logo to your catering and 
snacks. Attendees should be able to glance at components and marketing materials and easily know your theme and the message you 
are trying to convey.  This theme anchors and shapes all visual aspects of your prom including logos, giveaways, poster/flyers, 
centerpieces, decorations, and any other graphic representations of your prom.  
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Now that you have developed a theme for your prom, you are ready to market it to your potential buyers.  Marketing, in its most simple 
definition, is about putting the right product, at the right price, at the right place, at the right time.  Though this sounds easy, a lot of 
thought should be put into creating your marketing strategy.  An excellent way to ensure that you are putting the right product, at the right 
price, at the right place, at the right time is to utilize the most common theory of marketing: The 4 P’s of Marketing.  The 4 P’s stand for 
Product, Price, Promotion, and Place and fully understanding each element will help you plan your successful marketing strategy. 

PRODUCT
In this case, the product that you are trying to sell is tickets to your one-of-a-kind prom. It is important that you have a clear grasp of exactly 
what you are trying to sell and what makes your prom unique before you can successfully market it.  Additionally, your 
potential buyers need to be identified and understood.  Are you selling to juniors and seniors or opening ticket sales to 
all students?  Thinking about your potential buyers will help you create a marketing strategy that targets your 
specific audience.  

PRICE
As we discussed earlier, how your product is priced will directly affect how it sells.  It is imperative 
that your customers clearly understand what you are selling.  If your potential buyers perceive 
that your prom is valuable, they will pay more for a ticket.  If they perceive that the value of 
your prom is less than the price for a ticket, they will be less likely to purchase a ticket.  
Think back to the ticket prices you set.  Are you satisfied with the price or should 
they be tweaked a little?

PROMOTION
You’ve got your product and your price, and now it’s time to promote it.  Promotion 
refers to only the communication aspect of your marketing strategy and includes 
elements like advertising, special offers and discounts, social media marketing, video 
marketing, and more.  Promoting your product shows your potential buyers why they need it 
and why they should be willing to pay a certain price for it.  What type of message do you want your 
potenail buyers to see through your promotions?

PLACE
Your goal as a prom committee should be to get your product in front of the potential buyers who are most likely to 
buy your tickets.  It is important to evaluate your ideal locations to sell your prom tickets.  This could be through an 
online platform, booths during the lunch hour, before and after school, or some other location that is convenient to your classmates.  
Where are the most high-traffic areas at your school?

PRODUCT

PRICE PROMOTION

PLACE

Marketing The 4 P’s of Marketing

Things to Remember:
 
1.  You will not please everyone with your theme alone.  However, the unique elements that you add will create a night that is enjoyable for everyone!
2.  A solid  understanding of the 4 P’s of Marketing will help you develop a strategy to maximze your ticket sales and get more guests to your Prom.
3.  Be realisitc with your buget and how much it could cost to pull off your desired theme.  Have back-up plans and ideas ready if your theme costs more than 
your budget will allow.
4.  Getting your tickets in front of your potential buyers is crucial.  Set up ticket sales in high traffic areas in your school and make it easy for them to purchase.
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Marketing Developing your Strategy
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Now that you have identified the 4 P’s of Marketing for your prom, you can begin developing a marketing strategy.  Your marketing 
strategy is your roadmap that helps set the overall direction and goals for your marketing activities.  Additionally, it allows you to apply 
your limited marketing budget more effectively to increase your ticket sales.  The following 3 steps will help you focus your strategy to 
maximize your ticket revenue.  

The first step in developing your marketing strategy is to identify your goals and objectives.  Have you thought 
about why you want to promote your prom or why you want to sell so many tickets?  Maybe your goals are 
financially-driven and you want to ensure that your revenues cover the cost of your expenses.  Or maybe your 
goals are more personal and you want all of your classmates to have a fun night at prom.  Whatever the reasons, 
you will want to define your goals and objectives because they will help focus your marketing strategy.  An example 
of your marketing goals and objectives could be: to increase the number of guests that attend this year’s prom.  

The next step in your marketing strategy is to understand and define the needs and wants of your potential 
buyers.  Understanding the needs of your potential buyers will help you create a strategy that matches their needs 
and helps you sell more tickets.  For example, if your customers are interested in the activities and entertainment 
first and foremost, your marketing should draw their attention to the entertainment vendors that you have booked.  
Likewise, if your potential buyers are more interested in how this year’s prom is special and unique from previous 
proms, be sure to communicate those differences in your marketing materials.  Get into the mind of your potential 
buyers and you will be able to create messaging that speaks directly to them.  

Once you have identified what your potential buyers want, you must now decide on how you want to 
communicate that message to them.  This could be achieved through various forms of advertising like 
posters/flyers, invitations, email, announcements at school, social media, or promotional videos. As you 
communicate this message to your potential buyers, you want to be sure that your message is consistent.  For 
example, if you are describing your Springtime in Paris theme, you may not want to describe it as a club-like 
atmosphere if your marketing materials are portraying a more romantic and intimate event.  Consistency is key in 
creating a marketing strategy that is well-received by potenial buyers, so be sure that your messaging is clear and 
consistently communicated throughout all of your marketing materials.  
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Promote the Fun Stuff

Get potential buyers excited about 
prom by highlighting and promoting 
the fun aspects of your night! 

Make it Easy to Purchase Tickets

Whether it’s online or in person, make it 
as easy as possible for your potential 
buyers to purchase their tickets.

Use Social Media 

Everyone utilizes social media so use 
this to your advantage and promote 
your prom through this free platform!

3 Marketing Tips



Visual effects are the easiest way to turn your prom into an unforgettable party!  With our Prom Package, you 
can choose 1 visual effect option from the list below.  The Dapper Design Team will make sure your visual 

effects complement and enhance your prom theme.

Add special effects to your prom!

Pinp & Drape

Uplighting Fog Effects

Portofino Lighting

Lighting Effects Monogram Lighting



Contact Us!
Contact the Dapper Design Team today to learn more 

about how we can make your prom spectacular!

Collin Shepherd
Creative Director

Alex Wurth
Director of Events & Operations

info@dappereventdesign.com
859-513-0380
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